The Insights Empowerment Framework

Our unique framework addresses the three core pressures placed on modern insight teams
and offers tried-and-tested, practical solutions.

The Insights Empowerment Framework
Efficiency, scale and reach are the core challenges that face modern research and insight teams. The
framework that we have developed identifies clear steps to improve operations across each of these
domains - driven by our approach to agile technology and flexible partnerships.

#1 - Streamline
Under strong commercial pressures, insight teams must find new efficiencies
without sacrificing research quality.
We install InsightHub, our premier research platform, at the heart of our clients’
operations. While the software drives efficiencies in data collection and analysis,
our team aim to build strong working relationships, embed agile principles and
maximise return on investment

#2 - Scale
As decision making becomes more distributed across an organisation, insights
must reach a wider audience.
We work closely with research teams to expand the reach of insight across
departments. A consultative approach helps identify existing barriers, scale
processes and win new audiences. As our clients grow, our team act as a flexible
resource that scales to meet demand.

#3 - Supercharge
In a competitive data landscape, insights must be compelling to have a meaningful
and lasting impact.
We draw on years of experience to amplify insight and deliver influential impact. To
achieve this, our team develop strategies that combine creative production with
tactical implementation and human understanding. The result is a catalyst
for change.

“The Insights Empowerment Framework underpins everything that we do, and
it is driving real improvement for research teams across the world, improving
efficiency, reach and influence on a global scale.”
Paul Hudson, CEO at FlexMR

FlexMR is The Insights Empowerment Company. We help research, product and marketing teams stay close to
customers by embedding agile insight at the heart of every decision. Call our experts on +44 (0)15395 65455 or
email enquiry@flexmr.net for more information.

